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AZIMUTHALLY DISPERSEDPOLARIZEDLIGHT
K. S. DarnBuas,r Shell DeaelopmentCompany, Erploration and,
P r od,uction Research Diai si on, H oust on, T eccas.
In a thin section being observed between crossed polarizers, the
probability of adjacent grains having identical interferencecolorsis high
for any single position of the rotating stage. The usefulnessof the rotating stage, when one is studying rock textures comes from the much
lower probability that two adjacent grains have identical extinction
directions. ft is almost always possible to find one position of the rotating stagein which the two grains are visually distinguishable.
In limestone and dolomite sectionsof standard thickness, the interference "colors" are mostly light gray shadesin the seventh to ninth
orders and the only visual contrast between grains is based on the difference in intensity as the grain is turned from its extinction position.
By rotating the stage to those azimuths near the extinction position
where the light transmission varies rapidly with azimuth, it is possible
r Present address: Department of Geology and Geophysics,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapoiis, Minnesota.
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to distinguish positively most of the grain boundaries. This procedure
has several disadvantages:
1) Memory storage of the results of a number of rotations are inherent in visualizing
the rock texture.
2) A single photograph taken with crossed polarizers shows only some of the grain
boundaries clearly.
3) On the photograph, pore spaces are not distinguishable from grains that happen
to be at extinction.

Since grains in limestonesand dolomites are distinguishable largely by
their different extinction directions, it is desirableto display this information in an effective way. One way of achieving such a display is to keep
the polarizer and analyzer crossed,but to have a different azimuth of
the polarizer and analyzer for each visible wavelength. The strong wavelength dependenceof the rotation of the plane of polarization of light
traveling perpendicular to the c axis in qtartz furnishes a means of
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Frc. 1. Light transmission computed for systems containing a birefringent crystal plate
having a 5.29 micron retardation and negligible dispersion of birefringence. The dashed
curve is the light transmission of the crystal plate at 45' between crossed polarizers and
the solid curve is the combination of the 2.27 rnm quartz plates discussed in the text with
the same crystal oriented parallel to the polarizers.

azimuthally dispersing the light after it passes through the polarizer.
A second quaftz plate, of opposite handedness from the first, placed
after the thin section reassemblesthe light in the plane of the analyzer.
If the visible spectrum is dispersed through 90o the wavelength that
corresponds to the extinction position of the crystal will be removed
completely and wavelengths near the extinction direction will be reduced
in intensity. To the viewer, each grain has a bright "minus" color which
is difierent for grains having even slightly difierent extinction directions
(Fig. 1). Rotation of the stage causeseach grain to sweep through a
range of colors. Pore spacesand isotropic crystals remain black.
The optimum thickness for the quartz plates is one which gives the
most sensitivevisual changesat all azimuths. Becausethere is an extinc-
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tion position every 90o in the crystal, we wish to spread the visible
spectrum over roughly 90o. Maximum visual discrimination will be obtained by having red, blue and green wavelengths at about 30o from one
another. Table 1 shows the dispersion in azimuth fior a quartz plate of
2.27 mm thickness.This thicknessspreadsthe limits of the visible spectrum (taken where the relative visibility has fallen to .001X the visibility
of the most visible wavelength,.555 microns) over nearly 90oand places
the red and blue colors 60o from one another
Plates of quartz can be constructed from suitable right- and lefthanded crystals by lapping down sawed slices. Matching of the two
Tarr,r
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plates is much more important than having both of them at the ideal
thickness. In order to return the shortest wavelengths to within one
degree of the plane of the analyzer, the plates must be matched to
within 1 per cent of their thickness.This toleranceis roughly 0.001 inch
and a micrometer is quite adequate for controlling the final lapping. The
plates should be polished, and since the upper plate affects the optical
performance of the microscope,its flatness and its polish are important.
Both plates should be in the optical train in nearly parallel light, because the birefringence of the two quartz plates becomes increasingly
noticeable away from the c axis. Tilting of the c axis of the plates away
from the optical axis of the microscope must also be avoided, the tolerance being about 1". Misalignment or strongly divergent light is most
noticeablein the pore spaces,which becomelight gray instead of black.
Alignment can be made readily by removing the thin sectionand adjusting the isogyres of the quartz plates to the center of the field. The upper
quartz plate works quite well in the accessoiy slot of the petrographic
microscope. The lower qtartz plate can be placed anywhere above the
polarizer, and in some microscopes(such as the Zeiss researchmicroscopes)an accessoryslot is availablebelow the stage and the author has
found that certain combinations of condenser lenses give reasonably
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parallel Iight at this position. It may often be easier to remove the lower
polarizer and to substitute an external polarizer and the quartz plate
somewherein the Iight train where the light can be nearly parallel.
For photomicrography, an equivalent display on color film can be
obtained without the quartz plates by making a triple exposure, with
the polarizer and analyzer rotated together through 30o between exposures and with one tricolor filter in place during each exposure.The only
difficulty is finding an analyzer that can be rotated without shifting the
image out of register. Several models of microscopes with rotatable
analyzers have been examined, and varying degreesof image shift were
found. A large rotatable sheet of Polaroid immediately in front of the
film contributes very little shift in the image positions. Figure 2 is a
photomicrograph taken using this technique.
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AN X-RAY STUDY OF SURSASSITE
FROM NEW BRUNSWICK1
R. L. Fnrno, Department oJ Geologyand,Mineralogy, The Uniaersity
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
INrnonucrroN
The geologyand mineralogy of sursassitefrom New Brunswick have
been describedby Heinrich (1962). Sursassitefrom the only other known
Iocality, Oberhalbstein, Graubiinden, Switzerland, has been analyzed
chemicallyby Miiller (1916),Jakob (1926, t931,1933), and de Quervain
(Jakob: 1931, 1933).Various chemicalformulae have been proposedfor
sursassiteand these are listed in Table 1. Heinrich (1962) presents
r-ray powder-difiraction data of both the New Brunswick and Swiss
materials, and a chemical analysis of the sursassitefrom New Brunswick. Geiger (19a8) gives r-ray powder-difiraction data of the Swiss
material. He also determined a value of.3.2 h for the fiber, or D-axis,
translation.
Teeln 1. Pnoposro SunsnssrrnFonuur,nn
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ssior.2AlrO3.5MnO.3HzO*ca.
(Jakob,1926)
1.80 mol. /6 excessSiO2
21SiOr.SAlrOa.20MnO. 12H,O
[akob, 1931)
(Si, AI)B(AI, Mg, Fe, Mnh(Ca, Mn, Na, K)r(O, OH)1sb
(Geiger,1948)
MgMqA.lrSisOs0(OH)r2HrO?
(Winchell & Winchell,1951)
MnaAlrSiaOa.3H:O
(Hey, 1955)
(Mn . . . )aAlr(SiO4)$.2HrO
(Strunz,1957)
(Heinrich, 1962)
MnsAlr(Si, Al)rzOrs.6HzO
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